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Global

PwC Services:

Application Management Services

Benefits of using PwC:

Outsourced model provides

guaranteed continuity and quality of

support

PwC’s membership of the Oracle

Hyperion steering committee

provides industry leading insight to

optimise product performance

Relationship with PwC is as a

business partner, not merely a

service provider

Seamless support service delivers

management of third parties that

impact application performance,

such as hosting suppliers

“We selected PwC as our business
partner to provide outsourced
support for our critical financial
applications worldwide. Their
flexible approach, together with the
consistency and quality of business
skills and in-depth product
knowledge continue to provide us
with complete confidence in a service
that just always works.”
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Business background

Our client is among the world’s

largest tobacco groups, employing

around 55,000 people around the

world.

Outsourcing strategy delivers
confidence and continuity

The client’s Oracle Hyperion

Financial Management application

provides the business platform for all

top line financial processes such as

quarterly Group financial reporting,

monthly volume sales analysis,

budgeting and strategic financial

planning. With users in nearly 200

markets worldwide, selecting the

right partner to provide global

outsourced application support,

maintenance and development would

require an organisation with specific

business and technical skills. The

client chose PwC and, pleased with

the consistently high standard of

service and advice, they have

continued to renew the contract each

year for a decade.

“In addition to an appreciation of our
business and processes acquired
through several engagements, PwC
demonstrates a clear understanding
of how to develop and maintain best
practice performance management.”

As part of

management remit, PwC undertakes

the following activities:

● Helpdesk support

We manage all inbound

application usage queries and

problems. This operates under

clearly defined service levels for

call prioritisation and resolution.

● Design co

Our best practice design guidance

continues to develop, meet

changing business requirements.

● Requirement analysis and

managed development

From module build to user

acceptance testing, we stay close

to the development process,

making sure enhancem

implemented smoothly.

 Communication and

monitoring of enhancements

The PwC helpdesk ensures that

users are informed about

enhancements, monitoring and

resolving any support issue.
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As part of the application

management remit, PwC undertakes

the following activities:

Helpdesk support

manage all inbound

application usage queries and

problems. This operates under

clearly defined service levels for

call prioritisation and resolution.

Design consultancy

Our best practice design guidance

continues to develop, meet

changing business requirements.

Requirement analysis and

managed development

From module build to user

acceptance testing, we stay close

to the development process,

making sure enhancements are

implemented smoothly.

Communication and

monitoring of enhancements

The PwC helpdesk ensures that

users are informed about

enhancements, monitoring and

resolving any support issue.
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A service contract that delivers

The engagement is managed through

a formal service contract which

specifies strict KPIs which must be

met or exceeded. Our performance is

measured through the client’s own

Helpdesk system, and reviewed with

them on a monthly basis. During

these collaborative sessions, We

respond to any issues that have

arisen around the application’s

management and make

recommendations on how the service

can be improved. We also take

responsibility for the operational

management of the client’s other

suppliers involved in the end to end

solution such as database support

and hosting.

“When there are issues outside of the
application itself, say with the
underlying database, PwC offers us
an invaluable service by managing
the resolution of the problem with
relevant third parties.”

For a mission-critical global system

such as Oracle Hyperion Financial

Management, it is imperative that

issues are rapidly identified and

resolved efficiently. However, there is

invariably some impact to the global

user base which requires effective

communication.

“If we do face a problem that requires

resolution, PwC ensures that the

application is brought back online in

a controlled way. If as part of this

process we have to restart the

application, PwC ensures that users

are kept closely informed so that we

have a strong, closed loop process.”

Invaluable product insight
and resilience of delivery

Our client values not just the

efficiency of outsourcing application

management, but also the quality

and resilience of the service. We take

care of managing staff rosters to

ensure that both product specialists

and the client’s knowledgeable staff

are consistently providing the

service. We are a member of the

Oracle Hyperion Financial

Management application steering

group, and therefore are able to

present to our client ideas on product

developments and best practice

processes. A recent example of this

was a session on ‘time to close’

looking at the speed of reporting. The

client feels that our insight has

helped them to get the best out of

their application investments and

pursue performance as well as

systems improvement.

“The benefit of PwC’s level of

understanding and strategic product

knowledge is significant. To manage

a system of this sophistication and

business-critical impact, you have to

have 100% confidence that the

individuals involved know what they

are doing. It would be difficult for

any company to recruit, retain

individuals with these skills. Our

partnership with PwC provides us

with peace of mind in the resilience

of our application management.”
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